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A Jordan domain D in the extended complex plane e is called a quasidisk if
D is the image of an open unit disk under a quasiconformal (abbreviated qc) mapping

of e onto itself. For the basic properties of qc mappings we refer to [3]. Quasidisks

can be charadeÅzed in several different ways which illustrate the multitude of the

interesting properties of these domains [2].
one of the characteristic properties is homogeneity. Let F(K) be the family

of all K-qc mappings f: e -e with I =l{<-. We say that a set Ece is homo-

geneous with respect to 9(K) if for each zr, z2(.E there is an f€r(K) with

C(E):E and f(21):zr. Erkama showed in [1] that a domain D is a quasidisk if
and only if the boundary 0D of D is a Jordan curve which is homogeneous with

respect to F(K) for some K. This result raised the question if 0D can be replaced

by D in this charactenzation.In the present paper we answer the question affirm-

atively and prove the following result.

Theorem. a Jordan domqin D is a quasidisk if and only if D is homogmeous

with respect to g (K) for some K, l=K< *-

Especially, this result shows that the boundary of a homogeneous Jordan

domain is a quasicircle, i.e., the image of the unit circle under a qc mapping

of Z onto itself.
To prove the theorem we note that a quasidisk is always homogeneous with

respect to I (K) for some K because a disk is homogeneous with respect to Möbius

transformations of e. It remains to prove the sufficiency. By an auxiliary Möbius

transformation we may suppose that D lies in the finite complex plane C. Suppose

that D is homogeneous with respect to 9(K) with 1=l(<.a but D is not a quasi-

disk. Then its boundary cannot be a quasicircle and cannot have the three point

property, i.e., we can find a sequence (ur,ur,w), i:1,2,..., of triples of distinct

points ur, ai, wi(0D such that
(i) if/r andJi arethe components of åD\{z;,u;} and diam(,r)=diam(Ji),

then wr€.4 and

[Tffi:oo'
of the paper we show that this situation leads to a contradiction.
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We may suppose that each open segment of line (ut, u) is contained eilher in D or
in int (C\D), the interior of C\D. To see this, suppose that lui-wllllur-url=2.
Let zfJi with Zlut-ztl=lui-wil=2lui-uil:4ri. We denote by B(z,r) the opan
disk with center at z(C and radius r>0. The closure of a set Ece is denoted
by E. Next we set BrB((ll2)(uilu1), r). Let Ii and Ii be lhe components of
åD\{w;, zr}. Let arQli, bgli be two points such that

lo,- btl : dist (I;nF i, ii nB) = Q,

where we have denoted the distance belween two sets A,BcC by dist(A,B):
inf {lzr-zrl:zrQA, zr(B\. Then (ai, å) lies entirely in D or int (C\D), w; and
Zi are in different components of åD\{a,, å,} and lz;btlllat-b;l and

lw;billlar-å;l tend to - as i tends to -. Finally, replace ui and ui by ai and b1

(and replace wiby z, if necessary).

Note also that if ai and bi are as above and Hi and Hi arc the two open half
disks of B((ll2)(at+b),(ll2)la;b;l) wittr (a,,b,) as a common boundary, then
one of them, say I{, lies in B;, and, therefore, it lies in D or C\D because it does
notmeet lpii:6p. Recall that after the above replacement ur:dr &td or:bi.
By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can divide the proof into the following
two cases:

Case A: Every (ut, u)cD and also the half disk ä;cD.

Case B: Every (ur, u)cint (C\D).

We first treat Case A. Fix a(D. Let again zi€Ji wtth 2lz,-uil=lwi-uil.
Let yi:Ql2)(ui*u) and let 7; be the middle point of the line segment which joins
yi and the middle point of the circular arc in the boundary of Hr. Let f,€F(K)
suchthat rt@):n and fiD:D. Let Li: e-e be an affine conformal mapping
suchthat LiHr:{z(C: lzl=1, Rez<0}:H and Lt(ut):-e2, Li(u1):e2:(0, l),
where Ilis the open half disk {zCC: lzl=.1, Rez<0}. Let gr:I,.ort, i:1,2,....
Then b:gi@):(-112,0), i:1,2,.... Note also that lLr(wr),llk@t)l tend to
infinity as i tends to infinity because lwt-uilllur-u1l:lL{w)-e2ll2 tends to
infinity as i tends to infinity.

The family {gtlD: i:1,2,...\ is normal because every g;lD omits points
€2, -€z EInd -. Then we may suppose that lim;-- Si:Et D-e bcally uniformly
in D. Because HcgrD and gr(a):S(H for alli, g is not constant, and therefore,
g is a K-qc mapping from D onto D') H. Because the sequence {g,} converges
locally uniformly to g in D and g is injective in D, then {g,} is a normal family in
e, and we may assume that {g:;} converges to a K-qc mapping h: e *e uniformly
in e. Then hlD:g, and we extend g b e by setting g:h. We may also suppose
that

lim f.-L(u) : ti€|D, lim f;LQ:;\ : ö€0D,
i*- - - t+€

lg f.-r(w') - fr)€0D, lgl f-L(r,) - z€\D.
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Then by the construction of g,g(Ii):-ez, g(ö):e, and g(fri)-*:g(2), and

therefore, {i, ö and ri are distinct,but Z:fri.
On the other hand, let d and 1i be the components of åD\{l-'(ut),fr-'(or)l

such that fr-t(w)€l1 and fr-t(zt)€Ii . Let I and I' be the components of åD\{fi, ö}

labelled so that d tends to 1 and Ii tends lo I' as i tends to -. Then ri€1 (because

fr,4fr,ö) and 2(l'. But 1n I':0 andthus Z*ft, which is a contradiclion.
Next we treat Case B. Here every (2,,u,)cC\D. We may assume that

lwr-orl:sup {l}y-u1l: w(J,}>lu;-u;l for all r'. Then it is not difficult to see that
for every i there is r>0 such that

B(yt, rlwi-ut) c. D with li : wi*r(wi-u).

Next we observe that, by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that (1) is true

for all i and for a fixed r>0. Namely, if this is not the case, we have a decreasing

sequence ti, i>io, with lim,*- ri:O and

Bi : B(!i, rrlwr-orl) c D and wi€(år\{w,})n^8,

for all i >zo. Here w!(Ji because w; is the furthest point on .[ from u;. But now

the points w!, wi, or, i>-,io, form triples which reduce the situation to Case A be-

cause (wi, w)cD and if Ii and Ii are the components of åD\{w!, w;}, then

min {diam (I), diam (I{)\ min {lr,- wil, lu,- w;l}

l*i -*,1 l*i-*'l
lr,-wil-lu,-u1l ->oo aS j *-,

2rilui- wil

Therefore, we may assume that (1) is true for a fixed r>0 and all i>1.
Fu a€D. Let fr(9(K) such lhat ft(a):yi and frD:D, i:1,2,..., where

y, is as in (l). Let Libe an affine conformal mapping such that LrB(yt, rlwr-utl):
B(0, 1) and L;(w1):ez:(O,l). Then L{u):(l*llr)er. Let gt:1.s7, i:102,....
The family {c,ln} is a normal family because every g,lD omits points er, (l+llr)e,
and -. Therefore, we may assume that the sequence {g;} converges to a mapping
g:D*C locally uniformly in D. Here g cannot be constant because B(0, l)cgrD
and O:gi(a) for all i>1. Therefore, g: D*D' is K-qc, and we can extend it
K-quasiconformally to e as in Case A, and we may assume that lim;*-g;:g
uniformly in e.

Let zibe the last point where the ray {wi*t(wi-u): r>0} meets åD. Then

ziQfi. We may suppose that

lim f;L(u): [i(|D, lim lil(u) : ö€0D,
i*o-' i*e

lim l-l(w) : fi€.\D, lim fi-t(zt) - 2(0D.
i*- - ' r+@

Because lc{ft' @)) - s,(fr-t (u ))l : lL,(u;) - Li(uJl *0 as r'* -, we have g (fr) :
C@), and thus fi:ö. Furthermore, gi(fi-r(ui)):(l +llr)e2, gt(fr t(wt)):e,
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and g,(f1t(2,)):s,", with s,=0 for all i>1. Thus s@), s(fi) and sG) are dis-
tinct points, and so are ö, fri and Z.

Finally, let d and 1i be the components of åD\{w;, z;} such that z;€d
and agli, and let I and I'be the components of åD\{r7, Z} such that f;LIr*I
and flLI!*I' as i-*. Then flt(u)(fr-'L and fyrlr*/ as /*-. This implies
that il€L Further, f;'(o)€ft'Ii and f;'I{*I'as ,'*-. Thisimplies lhat ö€i'.
Because ö+fr\ Z, we have ö€1'. Since i a I':0, we have ftfö, which is a contra-
diction. The theorem is proved.
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